
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
TRAINING



MISSION AND VISION OF THE CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES:  

PUTTING STUDENTS FIRST

 Provide a diverse student population with open access 
to undergraduate educational programs and learning 
opportunities

 Contribute to the social, cultural, creative, intellectual, 
and economic development of our communities

 Provide opportunities for students to develop critical 
thinking, effective communication, quantitative 
reasoning, information competency, community and 
global awareness, self-efficacy, and workplace skills



5 CCR § 53000 ET SEQ.

Title 5 requires active steps to promote faculty and staff equal employment opportunity. 
Under Title 5 the District shall:

 Adopt policy statement on commitment to EEO

 Develop and adopt an EEO plan

 Collect and analyze longitudinal EEO data

 Establish an EEO advisory committee

 Provide training for hiring committees

 Outreach inside and outside the district for vacancies

 Monitor all recruitment processes for adverse impact

 Locally develop, and implement on a continuing basis, indicators of institutional 
commitment to diversity

 Establish a process to file EEO complaints

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.cuesta.edu/about/documents/collegeplans-docs/2018-college-plans/SLOCCCD_EEO_Plan_2018-21.pdf 



NON DISCRIMINATION LAW (FEDERAL)

 Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 

 The Pregnancy Discrimination Act

 Equal Pay Act

 Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA)

 Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)

 Civil Rights Act of 1991

 Rehabilitation Act of 1973

 Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act 
(GINA)



NON DISCRIMINATION LAW (STATE)

 Fair Employment and Housing Act (FEHA)

 CA Code of Regulations 5 CCR § 53000 et. seq.

 CA Education Code 87100 et. seq.



DISTRICT POLICIES

BOARD POLICIES & ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

 BP/AP 3420 Equal Employment Opportunity

 BP/AP 7120 Faculty Hiring

 BP/AP 3410 Nondiscrimination

 BP/AP 3435 Discrimination and Harassment Complaints and Investigations

DOCUMENTS

 District Equal Employment Opportunity Plan

 District Diversity Statement



DISCRIMINATION DEFINED

Disparate/Adverse Impact

 “Unintentional Discrimination”

 Neutral policies and/or practices that adversely 
impact a protected group

 80% (4/5th) Rule – Substantially different rate of 
selection of non-protected group

 Not necessarily unlawful

Disparate Treatment

 Unlawful discrimination by way of intentional 
mistreatment of people in a protected group

 Direct – Protected group membership was a 
motivating factor in the employment decision

 Indirect – No direct evidence of racially motivated 
decision but on it’s face is discriminatory until 
proven otherwise



DIVERSITY, 
EQUITY AND 
INCLUSION



EDUCATION CODE 87100

A workforce that is continually responsive to the needs of 
a diverse student population may be achieved by ensuring 
that all persons receive an equal opportunity to compete 
for employment and promotion within community college 
districts and by eliminating barriers to equal employment 
opportunity.



TITLE 5
DIVERSITY DEFINED

A condition of broad inclusion in an employment environment that offers equal employment opportunity for all 
persons. It requires both the presence, and the respectful treatment, of individuals from a wide range of ethnic, racial, 
age, national original, religious, gender, sexual orientation, disability and socio-economic backgrounds.  Title 5 requires:

 That applicants for academic and administrative positions demonstrate sensitivity to diversity of community 
college students.

 That meaningful consideration is given to the extent to which applicants demonstrate a sensitivity to and 
understanding of the diverse academic, socioeconomic, cultural, disability, gender identity, gender expression, 
sexual orientation, and ethnic backgrounds of community college students.



DEFINITIONS

Diversity

Diversity encompasses all those differences 
that make us unique, including but not 
limited to race, color, ethnicity language, 
nationality, sexual orientation, religion, 
gender, gender identity, socio-economic 
status, marital and family status, age, physical 
and mental ability.

Equity

Equity seeks to ensure fair treatment, 
equality of opportunity, and fairness in 
access to information and resources for all.

Inclusion

Inclusion builds a culture of belonging by 
activity inviting the contribution and 
participation of all people.





INHERENT AND ACQUIRED DIVERSITY DEFINED

Inherent Diversity
Inherent diversity refers to the traits we 
are all born with including skin color, 
gender, cultural background, sexual 
orientation. This is the diversity that 
makes some of us uncomfortable in 
workplaces; to acknowledge that 
conscious and unconscious biases exist in 
ourselves (and organizational processes) 
towards people who are different to us.

Acquired Diversity
Acquired diversity refers to differing 
perspectives on ideas and unique insights 
into problems acquired through different 
experiences. This recently has become 
known as cognitive diversity. 



IMPLICIT BIAS

Implicit Bias refers to the process of associating 
stereotypes or attitudes towards categories of people 
without conscious awareness (i.e. we gravitate towards 
people who are similar to us, we base our decisions on 
stereotypes about people's competencies)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We spent a lot of time in last year's EEO training introducing the concept of implicit bias. This year, we'll go over the definition briefly and spend more time in small groups talking about how its played out on comittees on our campus. 



IMPLICIT BIAS: PEANUT BUTTER AND JELLY

https://www.pbs.org/video/pov-implicit-bias-peanut-butter-jelly-and-racism/

https://www.pbs.org/video/pov-implicit-bias-peanut-butter-jelly-and-racism/


IMPACT OF 
RACIAL 

STEREOTYPES

Conflict The impact of framing on attitudes towards people of color 
vary based on level of exposure and familiarity to individuals

Process Stereotypes people believe to be true reflect the images, 
characters, and stories told in news and media programming

Impact Negative stereotypes exacerbate negative opinions about 
people of color

Presentation News and media consistently portray people of color within 
longstanding stereotypes

“The Impact of Media Stereotypes on Opinions and Attitudes Towards Latinos
National Hispanic Media Coalition, September, 2012



UNDERSTANDING 
BIAS

Unconscious (Implicit) Bias

Negative and positive stereotypes 
that exist in our subconscious and 
affect our decisions, behaviors, and 
interactions with others.

Conscious (Explicit) Bias

The individual is aware of their 
prejudices and attitudes toward 
certain groups and 
positive/negative preference.



We must be proactive to ensure 
an individual’s protected statuses 
do not influence our hiring 
processes and outcomes.

HOW CAN WE ENSURE EEO?



MANAGING 
OUR OWN 
BIASES

WHEN ARE WE 
MORE SUSCEPTIBLE 
TO BIASES?

Emotional Stress – when we feel anger, 
frustration, and other strong emotions

Ambiguity – when we lack objective 
information

Expectations – when we encounter people 
who are easily categorized into social norms

Distracted – when we are not focusing 
intently on a given task

Pressured – when we feel pressed to decide 
quickly

Feedback – when we are unaware of the 
consequences of our decisions



Knowledge
learning about implicit 

biases raises our 
awareness

Acknowledge
Openly state your 

awareness of implicit 
bias; recognize we are 

not ‘color-blind’

Proactive Monitoring
During decision-

making and evaluation 
tasks, pause and 

consider how biases 
may be impacting you

Role Play
Imagine you are being 
evaluated; how would 

you want to be 
perceived?

MANAGING 
OUR OWN 
BIASES

HOW CAN WE  
LIMIT THE IMPACT 
OF BIASES?



Be cautious to avoid allowing 
information indicating an applicant’s 
sex, race, national origin, religious 
affiliation, disability status, age, sexual 
orientation, or other protected 
characteristic to influence your 
evaluation

BIAS IN APPLICATION SCREENING



GROUP DISCUSSION

Discuss your experience in selection committees where 
implicit or explicit bias has happened. 



THINGS WE HAVE HEARD IN COMMITTEES

 Bad Hygiene

 Clothing was inappropriate

 They won’t stay

 I googled them and…

 Those who have taught at community college 
are better teachers and more qualified

 They won’t be happy here

 Probably wouldn’t be a good fit with the rest 
of the department

 They are still young

 Not sure they want to move here or stay 
here

 Hand shake wasn’t very firm

 They went to the same school I graduated 
from so I’m confident of their knowledge

 Won’t connect with students because of their 
age

 They’re overqualified

 They have a PhD, so they are more qualified



MITIGATING BIAS

Culture Add vs. Culture “Fit”

 Hiring for “fit” opens the door for bias

 “Fit” promotes status quo whereas “add” promotes diversity of thought and 
experience

Consistent Employment Practices

 Maintain knowledge, skills, and abilities as the only criteria for selection/promotion, 
etc.

 Ignore false predictors of success (e.g. advanced degrees, attire, strong handshake, 
etc.)



LANGUAGE TO DISRUPT IMPLICIT BIAS

Can you tell me more about what you mean by that?
What is the evidence you are using to draw that 

conclusion?
Are the candidates we’re moving forward with 

candidates that represent and meet the needs of our 
diverse student population?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It can be very awkward or challenging to figure out how to disrupt possible impliciit or explicit bias happening in search committee meetings. We wanted to provide some language or tools to think about in helping you have productive conversations with each other that may help committees pause and create more inquiry on judgements people are having. So when you hear a comment like "I think they are more qualified because they have a PhD", as a committee member you can respond with can you tell me more about what you meanGroup think going on?Bias- questions Can you tell me more about what you mean by that?What is the evidence you are using to draw that conclusion?Has everyone had a chance to share their opinions?Are the candidates we’re moving forward with candidates that represent and meet the needs of our diverse student population? 



HAVING A DIVERSE FACULTY AND STAFF MEANS WHAT?

 Increases student success and achievement (particularly for under-
represented student populations)

 Enriches educational experience for all students

 Empowers students can see themselves as leaders and educators

 Challenges stereotypes and norms

 Prepares students for the global workforce



STUDENT/WORKFORCE GENDER DEMOGRAPHICS 
CUESTA DATA SPRING 2020
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STUDENT/WORKFORCE ETHNICITY DEMOGRAPHICS           
CUESTA DATA SPRING 2020
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BEST PRACTICES IN HIRING
EQUITABLE SCREENING AND INTERVIEWING



THINGS TO CONSIDER TO INCREASE EQUITABLE HIRING:

 Committee Makeup

 Interview Questions

 Job Announcements/Language

 Places of Advertisement

 Patterns of Hiring for Department

 Investment of time

 Well-defined criteria/rubric prior to reviewing applicants

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consider pausing and changing the way it's always been done- spend time with inquiryCommittee Makeup- gender, race/ethnicity, department representation, age, etc. (How can we minimize group think?)Interview Questions- are you tailoring questions to ensure merit and fit are equity minded? Student-centered? Job Announcements- are the values of equity and inclusion prominent for candidates to see Cuesta as a welcoming campus?Patterns of Hiring for Department- are you looking at past data and identifying patterns of hiring and/or identifying gaps needed?Are you providing enough time for committee members to review and discuss? Do you have a well-defined criteria/rubric prior to reviewing applicants? Does everyone have a chance to share their opinions or is one or two people dominating? 



CONFLICT OF INTEREST

You may not serve on a selection committee if:
 You are a relative of a candidate for the position.

 You have a financial or real property relationship (past or present) with a candidate.

 You cannot be objective or unbiased in evaluating all candidates for a position.  
 This includes previous or current working relationships.

Not disclosing a conflict of interest or personal bias (positive or negative) toward a 
candidate for a position may result in a complaint of unfair hiring practice.



INTERNAL CANDIDATES

Special care must be taken when the candidate pool includes an internal 
candidate.

 Internal candidates should conduct themselves as if they did not know anyone on the 
committee.

 The committee should remove any knowledge of an internal candidate when 
conducting screening and rate them only based on their application materials and 
interview.

 The Committee Chair should remind the committee prior to the interview.



BEST PRACTICES

 All selection criteria are based on the overall job analysis.

 Tests and tools should be validated on content, criterion, and construct 
validity.

 All selection criteria should pass the 80% or 4/5th rule.

 Standardized questions and ratings.

 Competency based questions and ratings.



BEHAVIORAL INTERVIEWING

 Past performance predicts future behavior

 Structured interview

 Focuses on candidate’s past experiences and behaviors

 Reveals a candidate’s actual level of experience

 Focuses on knowledge, skills, and abilities required to be successful in the position

 Focuses on practical application vs. theory (hypothetical)

 Reduces bias and ambiguity



MEANINGFUL RUBRICS
The number of ratings/rankings are not nearly as important as how they are defined. In evaluating an 
interview question, a 1-5 scale can be defined as:

 Far Exceeds Requirements: Perfect answer. Demonstrates competency accurately, consistently and 
independently.  All points and examples are relevant.

 Exceeds Requirements: Demonstrates competency accurately and consistently in most situations 
with minimal guidance.  Most points and examples are relevant.

 Meets Requirements: Demonstrates competency accurately and consistently on familiar 
procedures and needs supervisor guidance for new skills.  Some points and examples are relevant.

 Below Requirements: Demonstrates competency inconsistently, even with repeated instruction or 
guidance. Few points and examples are relevant.

 Significant Gap: Fails to demonstrate competency regardless of guidance provided. No points and 
examples are relevant.



GROUP DISCUSSION

Using your experiences with hiring processes, explore and 
discuss whether there are possible patterns of exclusion or 
privilege that can contribute to equity gaps in certain stages of 
hiring.

What are some hiring practices we should consider improving 
or changing to increase equitable hiring practices?



ROLES OF 
COMMITTEE 
MEMBERS



ROLE OF COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Maintain confidentiality.

Consistent and fair evaluations of all candidates and 

materials.

Be a respectful and active committee member.



ROLE OF COMMITTEE CHAIR

Facilitate and lead all meetings.

Provide opportunity for each committee member to 

have their voice heard.

Protect integrity and credibility of the process.



ROLE OF EEO REPRESENTATIVE

Enforce EEO laws and regulations

Document each meeting

Ensure each applicant is discussed appropriately

Provide summary of deliberations



CONCLUSION

We are all responsible for equity in hiring.

We are all responsible for ensuring all candidates have 
Equal Employment Opportunity.



QUESTIONS?
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